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PROCESSI DI SEMPLIFICAZIONE
DEL TESTO GIURIDICO:
UN CASO DI STUDIO SU UNA
“MEMORIA DEL PUBBLICO MINISTERO”
CHIARA CAPONE
Abstract - Legal language is a specialist language. In particular, also this specialized
language has features which are specific to the lexical, morphosyntactic and stylistic
levels: the first serves to satisfy the need for a specific language to code a subject as
complex as jurisprudence; at the morphosyntactic level, although not always necessary,
they are used to the extent that they serve to express a certain meaning. However, there are
instances where the fixed phrases and language usage typical of legal language have no
semantic function relevant to legal communication: in these cases, the specialty of legal
language essentially translates into a choice of style and its peculiar constructions can be
replaced by an expression of common language taken from a less high register, without the
legal meaning of the clause structure to which they belong being altered or compromised.
Instead, style concerns the form of the legal proposition.
Legal certainty has often been transformed into a dense tangle of legal regulations which
are, by their nature, difficult to decode.
Both in Italy and in other European countries and beyond, the legal language of public
administration has been and continues to be studied.
Italy is a bit late compared to other European countries but the problem does not lie just in
a syntax which is too complex; at heart, it proves highly difficult to organize information
in a communicative manner in order to form texts that effectively perform the function of
informing or giving directions to a recipient who has neither special skills of interpretation
nor any technical preparation.
In the light of these considerations, objective of this case study is to apply to a legal text in this case, an “Act of the Public Prosecutor” - the principles of linguistic simplification
so as to make the legal discourse cognitively accessible to all possible recipients and
linguistically understandable concepts of specialized level.
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